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(57) ABSTRACT 

Branching of the data-flow in a mask data preparation pro 
cesses is described herein. In various implementations, the 
output stream from a first mask data processing operation is 
branched. Subsequently, the branched output stream may be 
connected to the input stream of a first independent mask data 
preparation operation and a second independent mask data 
preparation operation. This provides that the first and the 
second independent mask data preparation operations may 
operate in parallel. Furthermore, this provides that the first 
and the second independent mask data preparation operations 
may operate upon discrete"portions of the data processed by 
the first mask data preparation operation. 
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DATA FLOW BRANCHING IN MASKIDATA 
PREPARATION 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application claims priority under 35 U.S.C. 
S119(e) to U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 61/116, 
196 entitled “Data Flow Branching in Mask Data Prepara 
tion.” filed on Nov. 19, 2008, and naming Emile Sahouria as 
inventor, which application is incorporated entirely herein by 
reference. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The invention relates to the field of integrated circuit 
design and manufacturing. More particularly, various imple 
mentations of the invention are applicable facilitating the 
branching of data flows in mask data preparation processes. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0003 Electronic circuits, such as integrated microcircuits, 
are used in a variety of products, from automobiles to micro 
waves to personal computers. Designing and fabricating 
microcircuit devices typically involves many steps, some 
times referred to as the “design flow.” The particular steps of 
a design flow often are dependent upon the type of microcir 
cuit, its complexity, the design team, and the microcircuit 
fabricator or foundry that will manufacture the microcircuit. 
Typically, software and hardware “tools' verify the design at 
various stages of the design flow by running software simu 
lators and/or hardware emulators. These steps aid in the dis 
covery of errors in the design, and allow the designers and 
engineers to correct or otherwise improve the design. These 
various microcircuits are often referred to as integrated cir 
cuits (ICs). 
0004 Several steps are common to most design flows. 
Initially, a design may typically start at a high level of abstrac 
tion, by a designer creating a specification that describes 
particular desired functionality. This specification, typically 
implemented by a programming language, such as, for 
example the C or C++ programming language, describes at a 
high level the desired behavior of the device. Designers will 
then often take this specification for the design and create a 
logical design, often implemented in a netlist, through a syn 
thesis process. The logical design is often referred to as a 
“register transfer level (RTL) description or register transfer 
level design. 
0005. A register transfer level design, often implemented 
by a hardware description language (HDL) such as Verilog, 
SystemVerilog, or Very High speed hardware description lan 
guage (VHDL), describes the operation of the device by 
defining the flow of signals or the transfer of data between 
various hardware components within the design. More par 
ticularly, a register transfer level design describes the inter 
connection and exchange of signals between hardware regis 
ters and the logical operations that are performed on those 
signals. 
0006. The register transfer level design is again trans 
formed, this time into a gate level design. Gate level designs 
describe the actual physical components such as transistors, 
capacitors, and resistors as well as the interconnections 
between these physical components. Often, gate level designs 
are also implemented by a netlist, Such as, for example, a 
mapped netlist. Lastly, the gate-level design is taken and 
another transformation is carried out. First by place and route 
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tools that arrange the components described by the gate-level 
netlist and route connections between the arranged compo 
nents; and second, by layout tools that generate a layout 
description having layout “shapes” that may then used to 
fabricate the electronic device, through for example, an opti 
cal lithographic process. 
0007 Integrated circuit layout descriptions can be pro 
vided in many different formats. The Graphic Data System II 
(GDSII) format is popular for transferring and archiving two 
dimensional graphical IC layout data. Among other features, 
it contains a hierarchy of structures, each structure containing 
layout elements (e.g., polygons, paths or poly-lines, circles 
and textboxes). Other formats include an open source format 
named OpenAccess, Milkyway by Synopsys, Inc., EDDM by 
Mentor Graphics, Inc., and the more recent Open Artwork 
System Interchange Standard (OASIS) proposed by Semi 
conductor Equipment and Materials International (SEMI). 
These various industry formats are used to define the geo 
metrical information in integrated circuit layout designs that 
are employed to manufacture integrated circuits. Once the 
microcircuit device design is finalized, the layout portion of 
the design can be used by fabrication tools to manufacturer 
the device using a photolithographic process. 
0008. There are many different fabrication processes for 
manufacturing a circuit, but most processes include a series of 
steps that deposit layers of different materials on a Substrate, 
expose specific portions of each layer to radiation, and then 
etch the exposed (or non-exposed) portions of the layer away. 
For example, a simple semiconductor device component 
could be manufactured by the following steps. First, a positive 
type epitaxial layer is grown on a silicon Substrate through 
chemical vapor deposition. Next, a nitride layer is deposited 
over the epitaxial layer. Then specific areas of the nitride layer 
are exposed to radiation, and the exposed areas are etched 
away, leaving behind exposed areas on the epitaxial layer, 
(i.e., areas no longer covered by the nitride layer). The 
exposed areas then are Subjected to a diffusion or ion implan 
tation process, causing dopants, for example phosphorus, to 
enter the exposed epitaxial layer and form charged wells. This 
process of depositing layers of material on the Substrate or 
Subsequent material layers, and then exposing specific pat 
terns to radiation, etching, and dopants or other diffusion 
materials, is repeated a number of times, allowing the differ 
ent physical layers of the circuit to be manufactured. 
0009. Each time that a layer of material is exposed to 
radiation, a mask must be created to expose only the desired 
areas to the radiation, and to protect the other areas from 
exposure. The mask is created from circuit layout data. That 
is, the geometric elements described in layout design data 
define the relative locations or areas of the circuit device that 
will be exposed to radiation through the mask. A mask or 
reticle writing tool is used to create the mask based upon the 
layout design data, after which the mask can be used in a 
photolithographic process. The image embodied in the layout 
data is often referred to as the intended or target image or 
target contours, while the image created in the mask is gen 
erally referred to as the mask contours. Furthermore, the 
image created on the Substrate by employing the mask in a 
photolithographic process is often referred to as the printed 
image or printed contours. 
0010. As designers and manufacturers continue to 
increase the number of circuit components in a given area 
and/or shrink the size of circuit components, the shapes repro 
duced on the Substrate become Smaller and are placed closer 
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together. This reduction in feature size increases the difficulty 
of faithfully reproducing the image intended by the layout 
design onto the Substrate. A principal reason for declining 
yields is that as feature sizes shrink, the dominant cause of 
defects change. At larger process technologies, yield limita 
tion is dominated by random defects. Despite the best clean 
room efforts, particles still find a way to land on chips or 
masks, causing shorts or opens. In Smaller process technolo 
gies, for example the nanometer process technology, the 
dominant source of yield loss is pattern-dependent effects. 
These defects are a result of the design’s features being 
Smaller than the wavelength of light. As a result, the physical 
effects of light at these smaller feature sizes must be 
accounted for. 
0.011 Various common techniques exist for mitigating 
these pattern dependant effects. For example, optical process 
correction (OPC), phase shift masks (PSM) or other resolu 
tion enhancement techniques (RET) are commonly employed 
to prepare a physical layout designs for manufacturing. Addi 
tionally, physical verification techniques that assist in 
accounting for issues such as planerization and antenna 
effects are also employed on physical layout designs. 
Although these extensive modifications to the physical layout 
design resulted in a layout design that was unrecognizable by 
the designer, the resulting manufactured circuit matched the 
designer's intent. 
0012. These resolution enhancement techniques, includ 
ing mask data preparation, allow for the manufacture of more 
modern circuits. However, there is an increased computa 
tional cost involved with including these additional process 
ing steps into the design flow. This negatively effects the time 
in which finalized designs that are ready for tape out can be 
turned around. Historically, the design processes were 
viewed as serial. That is, one process was run, followed by a 
Subsequent process, and so on until the finalized design was 
ready. Various prior methods have sought to parallelize these 
processes. However, these prior methods operate on the entire 
data layer. More particularly, parallel operations are not 
executed until the entire design is ready for the operation. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0013 Various implementations of the present invention 
provide methods and apparatuses for branching the data-flow 
in mask data preparation processes. In various implementa 
tions of the invention, the output stream from a first mask data 
processing operation is branched. Subsequently, the branched 
output stream may be connected to the input stream of a first 
independent mask data preparation operation and a second 
independent mask data preparation operation. This provides 
that the first and the second independent mask data prepara 
tion operations may operate in parallel. Furthermore, this 
provides that the first and the second independent mask data 
preparation operations may operate upon discrete portions' 
of the data processed by the first mask data preparation opera 
tion. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0014. The present invention will be described by way of 
illustrative embodiments shown in the accompanying draw 
ings in which like references denote similar elements, and in 
which: 
0015 FIG. 1 shows an illustrative computing environ 
ment, 
0016 FIG. 2 illustrates a mask design; 
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0017 FIG. 3 illustrates a hierarchical layout design; 
0018 FIG. 4 illustrates a method of branching data in an 
electronic design automation process; and 
0019 FIG. 5 illustrates a mask data preparation tool. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATIVE 
IMPLEMENTATIONS 

0020. The operations of the disclosed implementations 
may be described herein in a particular sequential order. 
However, it should be understood that this manner of descrip 
tion encompasses rearrangements, unless a particular order 
ing is required by specific language set forth below. For 
example, operations described sequentially may in some 
cases be rearranged or performed concurrently. Moreover, for 
the sake of simplicity, the illustrated flow charts and block 
diagrams typically do not show the various ways in which 
particular methods can be used in conjunction with other 
methods. 

0021. It should also be noted that the detailed description 
sometimes uses terms like “determine' to describe the dis 
closed methods. Such terms are often high-level abstractions 
of the actual operations that are performed. The actual opera 
tions that correspond to these terms will often vary depending 
on the particular implementation, and will be readily discern 
ible by one of ordinary skill in the art. 
0022. Furthermore, in various implementations of the 
invention, a mathematical model may be employed to repre 
sent an electronic device. With some implementations, a 
model describing the connectivity of the device, such as for 
example a netlist, is employed. Those of skill in the art will 
appreciate that the models, even mathematical models repre 
sent real world device designs and real world physical 
devices. Accordingly, manipulation of the model, even 
manipulation of the model when stored on a computer read 
able medium, results in a different device design. More par 
ticularly, manipulation of the model results in a transforma 
tion of the corresponding physical design and any physical 
device rendered or manufactured by the device design. Addi 
tionally, those of skill in the art can appreciate that during 
many electronic design and verification processes, the 
response of a devices design to various signals or inputs is 
simulated. This simulated response corresponds to the actual 
physical response the device being modeled would have to 
these various signals or inputs. 
0023. Some of the methods described herein can be imple 
mented by Software stored on a computer readable storage 
medium, or executed on a computer. Accordingly, Some of the 
disclosed methods may be implemented as part of a computer 
implemented electronic design automation (EDA) tool. The 
selected methods could be executed on a single computer or a 
computer networked with another computer or computers. 
For clarity, only those aspects of the Software germane to 
these disclosed methods are described; product details well 
known in the art are omitted. 

Illustrative Computing Environment 

0024. As the techniques of the present invention may be 
implemented using Software instructions, the components 
and operation of a generic programmable computer system 
on which various implementations of the invention may be 
employed is described. Accordingly, FIG. 1 shows an illus 
trative computing device 101. As seen in this figure, the 
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computing device 101 includes a computing unit 103 having 
a processing unit 105 and a system memory 107. The pro 
cessing unit 105 may be any type of programmable electronic 
device for executing software instructions, but will conven 
tionally be a microprocessor. The system memory 107 may 
include both a read-only memory (ROM) 109 and a random 
access memory (RAM) 111. As will be appreciated by those 
of ordinary skill in the art, both the read-only memory (ROM) 
109 and the random access memory (RAM) 111 may store 
Software instructions for execution by the processing unit 
105. 
0025. The processing unit 105 and the system memory 
107 are connected, either directly or indirectly, through a bus 
113 or alternate communication structure, to one or more 
peripheral devices. For example, the processing unit 105 or 
the system memory 107 may be directly or indirectly con 
nected to one or more additional devices, such as; a fixed 
memory storage device 115, for example, a magnetic disk 
drive; a removable memory storage device 117, for example, 
a removable solid state disk drive; an optical media device 
119, for example, a digital video disk drive; or a removable 
media device 121, for example, a removable floppy drive. The 
processing unit 105 and the system memory 107 also may be 
directly or indirectly connected to one or more input devices 
123 and one or more output devices 125. The input devices 
123 may include, for example, a keyboard, a pointing device 
(such as a mouse, touchpad, stylus, trackball, or joystick), a 
scanner, a camera, and a microphone. The output devices 125 
may include, for example, a monitor display, a printer and 
speakers. With various examples of the computing device 
101, one or more of the peripheral devices 115-125 may be 
internally housed with the computing unit 103. Alternately, 
one or more of the peripheral devices 115-125 may be exter 
nal to the housing for the computing unit 103 and connected 
to the bus 113 through, for example, a Universal Serial Bus 
(USB) connection. 
0026. With some implementations, the computing unit 
103 may be directly or indirectly connected to one or more 
network interfaces 127 for communicating with other devices 
making up a network. The network interface 127 translates 
data and control signals from the computing unit 103 into 
network messages according to one or more communication 
protocols, such as the transmission control protocol (TCP) 
and the Internet protocol (IP). Also, the interface 127 may 
employ any Suitable connection agent (or combination of 
agents) for connecting to a network, including, for example, a 
wireless transceiver, a modem, or an Ethernet connection. 
0027. It should be appreciated that the computing device 
101 is shown here for illustrative purposes only, and it is not 
intended to be limiting. Various embodiments of the invention 
may be implemented using one or more computers that 
include the components of the computing device 101 illus 
trated in FIG. 1, which include only a subset of the compo 
nents illustrated in FIG. 1, or which include an alternate 
combination of components, including components that are 
not shown in FIG. 1. For example, various embodiments of 
the invention may be implemented using a multi-processor 
computer, a plurality of single and/or multiprocessor comput 
ers arranged into a network, or some combination of both. 

Illustrative Mask Data 

0028. In a photolithographic process, as explained above, 
electromagnetic radiation is transmitted through selectively 
transparent areas of a mask. The radiation passing through 
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these transparent areas then irradiates desired portions of a 
photoresistive material on a layer of semiconductor Substrate. 
The maskin turnis created from layout design data describing 
the geometric features that should be manufactured on the 
semiconductor Substrate, by way of the photolithographic 
process, in order to create the desired circuit. For example, if 
a transistor should have a rectangular gate region, then the 
layout design data will include a rectangle defining that gate 
region. This rectangle in the layout design data is then imple 
mented in a mask for “printing the rectangular gate region 
onto the substrate. 
0029. For example, FIG. 2 illustrates a mask design 201 
having shapes 203 defined therein. As described above, radia 
tion passes though transparent areas of a mask, such as for 
example the areas defined by the shapes 203, causing the 
shapes formed by the transparent areas to be manufactured on 
a substrate. As the features embodied in the mask are printed 
however, optical effects, such as diffractive effects, will pre 
vent certain shapes or combinations of shapes defined by the 
mask from being faithfully imaged onto the substrate. For 
example, during an optical lithographic process, the shapes 
205 as opposed to the shapes 203 may be realized on the 
substrate. As the mask shapes become smaller relative to the 
wavelength of radiation used in the optical lithographic pro 
cess, these distortions become more pronounced. 
0030. As a result of this, a mask design is often pre-pro 
cessed, wherein the shapes are modified such that the result 
ing printed image will more closely match the intended or 
target image. This process is often referred to as mask data 
preparation. During mask data preparation, it is often desir 
able to pre-process or modify selected areas of a mask indi 
vidually. Accordingly, mask data may be flattened. FIG. 3 
illustrates a mask design 301, having been partitioned into 
sections 303. Furthermore, the sections 303 may be flattened 
into “cells.” meaning a hierarchy of like sections. Hierarchi 
cal layout processing techniques, including mask data prepa 
ration, are further discussed in U.S. patent application Ser. 
No. 10/404,907, entitled “Hierarchical Evaluation of Cells. 
granted on Jul. 12, 2005 to Kobi Kresh et al., which patent is 
incorporated entirely herein by reference. 

Data-Flow Branching for Mask Data Preparation 

0031 FIG. 4 illustrates a method 401 of data-flow branch 
ing in an electronic design automation process. As can be seen 
from this figure, the method 401 includes an operation 403 for 
receiving an output (i.e. the first electronic design automation 
process output 405) from a first electronic design automation 
process. Subsequently, the method 401 includes an operation 
407 for directing the first electronic design automation pro 
cess output 405 to a first independent electronic design auto 
mation process 409 and a second independent electronic 
design automation process 411. With various implementa 
tions, the first independent electronic design automation pro 
cess 409 is a mask correction verification process and the 
second independent electronic design automation process 
411 is a mask design fracturing process. 
0032. In various implementations of the invention, the first 
electronic design automation process is a mask data correc 
tion process. With further implementations, the first elec 
tronic design automation process is a mask data correction 
process, which adjusts sections of the mask databased upon 
a rule deck, such as, for example an SVRF rule deck. In still 
further implementations, the first electronic design automa 
tion process is a mask data correction process, which parti 
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tions, and flattens the partitioned layout design prior to cor 
rection. This is often referred to as “section-mode' 
processing. 
0033. As indicated, section-mode processing involves 
executing an embedded rule deck, Such as, for example an 
SVRF rule deck, on geographical sections of a chip. These 
geographical sections, which are often rectangular, have the 
hierarchy that lies under the geographical sections flattened to 
the top level. These flattened sections often include a buffer 
region. During section-mode processing, boundary process 
ing may be used to reject inappropriate results in the buffer 
region. After which, the geographical section is then passed to 
the “output channel of first electronic design automation 
process, and received by the operation 403. Accordingly, with 
Some implementations, the first electronic design automation 
process output 405 is a geographical section of a mask design. 
In further implementations, the first electronic design auto 
mation process output 405 is a hierarchical geographic sec 
tion of a mask design. 

Mask Data Preparation Tool 

0034 FIG. 5 illustrates a mask data preparation tool 501 
that may be implemented according to various examples of 
the invention. As can be seen from this figure, the tool 501 
includes a mask data correction unit 503, a mask data verifi 
cation unit 505, a mask data fracturing unit 507, and a data 
flow branching unit 509. In various implementations of the 
invention, the mask data correction unit 503 is configured to 
process and adjust mask data based upon a rule deck. Fur 
thermore, the mask data correction unit 503 may be config 
ured to partition and flatten a mask design into hierarchical 
geographic sections prior to processing. The mask data veri 
fication unit 505 is configured to verify that the corrected 
mask data (i.e. the output from the mask data correction unit) 
complies with various design rule constraints and that the 
corrected mask data corresponds to the intended design lay 
out data. The mask data fracturing unit 507 is configured to 
convert and format the corrected mask data into geometric 
shapes, such as for example trapezoids, Suitable for the 
intended mask writer. 

0035. As can be further seen from FIG. 5, the mask data 
correction unit 503, the mask data verification unit 505 and 
the mask data fracturing unit 507 are all individually con 
nected to the data flow branching unit 509 via the buses 511. 
The buses 511 provide for the transfer of geographical sec 
tions, such as, for example via data pipelining methods, 
between the illustrated units. Furthermore, in various imple 
mentations, the buses 511 may provide for the signaling 
between units. For example, to inform the units 505 or 507 
that outputs are available from the unit 503. 

CONCLUSION 

0036. As described above, various implementations of the 
invention provide for branching the data-flow in a mask data 
preparation process. In various implementations of the inven 
tion, the output stream from a first mask data processing 
operation is branched. Subsequently, the branched output 
stream may be connected to the input stream of a first inde 
pendent mask data preparation operation and a second inde 
pendent mask data preparation operation. This provides that 
the first and the second independent mask data preparation 
operations may operate in parallel. Furthermore, this pro 
vides that the first and the second independent mask data 
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preparation operations may operate upon discrete portions' 
of the data processed by the first mask data preparation opera 
tion. 
0037 Although certain devices and methods have been 
described above interms of the illustrative embodiments, the 
person of ordinary skill in the art will recognize that other 
embodiments, examples, Substitutions, modification and 
alterations are possible. It is intended that the following 
claims cover Such other embodiments, examples, Substitu 
tions, modifications and alterations within the spirit and scope 
of the claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A computer-implemented method for branching the 

data-flow in an electronic design automation process com 
prising: 

receiving an output from a first operation in an electronic 
design automation process; 

storing the output onto one or more tangible memory stor 
age media; and 

directing the output to a first independent operation and a 
second independent operation in the electronic design 
automation process simultaneously. 

2. The computer-implemented method recited in claim 1, 
wherein: 

the electronic design automation process is a lithographic 
mask data preparation process; 

the first operation is a mask correction operation; 
the first independent operation is a mask verification opera 

tion; 
the second independent operation is a mask fracturing 

operation; and 
the output is geographical sections from a grid-based lay 

out design. 
3. The computer-implemented method recited in claim 2, 

the method act of directing the output to a first independent 
operation and a second independent operation in the elec 
tronic design automation process simultaneously comprising 
directing the output to a first output channel and a second 
output channel. 

4. The computer-implemented method recited in claim 1, 
further comprising: 

receiving a first independent output from the first indepen 
dent operation; and 

saving the first independent output onto one or more tan 
gible memory storage media. 

5. The computer-implemented method recited in claim 1, 
further comprising: 

receiving a second independent output from the second 
independent operation; and 

saving the second independent output onto one or more 
tangible memory storage media. 

6. The computer-implemented method recited in claim 1, 
wherein the output is cells from a hierarchical layout design. 

7. A computer-implemented method for branching the 
data-flow in a mask data preparation process comprising: 

identifying an output stream corresponding to a mask pro 
cess correction operation; and 

directing the output stream to a first output channel and a 
second output channel. 

8. The computer-implemented method recited in claim 7. 
wherein the output stream includes one or more of a plurality 
of modified sections of a mask design. 
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9. The computer-implemented method recited in claim 8. 
the method act of directing the output stream to a first output 
channel and second output channel comprises: 

routing the first output channel to an input channel corre 
sponding to a mask fracturing operation; and 

routing the second output channel to an input channel 
corresponding to a mask correction verification opera 
tion. 

10. The computer-implemented method recited in claim 9. 
further comprising instantiating a communication channel 
between the mask process correction operation and the mask 
correction verification operation. 

11. The computer-implemented method recited in claim 
10, wherein the mask process correction operation com 
prises: 

partitioning the mask design into the plurality of sections; 
flattening the plurality of sections into a plurality of top 

level sections based upon hierarchy; 
making adjustments to ones of the plurality of top level 

sections based upon a mask process correction rule 
deck; and 

outputting the adjusted ones of the plurality of top level 
sections to the output stream. 

12. The computer-implemented method recited in claim 
11, wherein the mask process correction operation further 
comprises saving the adjusted ones of the plurality oftop level 
sections to one or more memory storage media. 

13. One or more tangible computer-readable media, having 
computer executable instructions for branching the data-flow 
in a mask data preparation process stored thereon, the com 
puter executable instructions comprise: 

causing a computer to perform a set of operations; and 
wherein the set of operations include: 

identifying an output stream corresponding to a mask 
process correction operation; and 
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directing the output stream to a first output channel and 
a second output channel. 

14. The one or more tangible computer-readable media 
recited in claim 13, wherein the output stream includes one or 
more of a plurality of modified sections of a mask design. 

15. The one or more tangible computer-readable media 
recited in claim 14, the operation for directing the output 
stream to a first output channel and second output channel 
comprising: 

routing the first output channel to an input channel corre 
sponding to a mask fracturing operation; and 

routing the second output channel to an input channel 
corresponding to a mask correction verification opera 
tion. 

16. The one or more tangible computer-readable media 
recited in claim 15, the set of operations further comprising 
instantiating a communication channel between the mask 
process correction operation and the mask correction verifi 
cation operation. 

17. The one or more tangible computer-readable media 
recited in claim 16, wherein the mask process correction 
operation comprises: 

partitioning the mask design into the plurality of sections; 
flattening the plurality of sections into a plurality of top 

level sections based upon hierarchy; 
making adjustments to ones of the plurality of top level 

sections based upon a mask process correction rule 
deck; and 

outputting the adjusted ones of the plurality of top level 
sections to the output stream. 

18. The one or more tangible computer-readable media 
recited in claim 16, wherein the mask process correction 
operation further comprises saving the adjusted ones of the 
plurality oftop level sections to one or more memory storage 
media. 


